Evasion & Survival Tactics For When The SHTF

As preppers, I think we have a tendency to prepare well with regards to purchasing all the kit and food storage etc. I think where many of us fall-down a bit is on actually committing to learning some of the skills that will keep us alive should the SHTF.

Learning to evade un-friendlies and survive outdoors are skills that should be learnt and practised by all serious preppers. There is little use buying all the best survival kit and weapons etc, if you have no idea what to do with them, you need to practise those survival skills which you hope to rely on should the worst happen.

Additionally, evasion skills and tactics are often overlooked in prepping and survival books. The thing to remember is - the best form of self-defence, is AVOIDANCE! If you stay out of their way and avoid them, they can't do you harm.

If you'd like know more about evasion and survival, check out the excellent article from usCrow. There are some excellent advice and great tips.
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